
Rincon Valley Union School District 
2019 Sequoia and Spring Creek Window Project 

RFI Responses and Addendum #2 
 
 

Addendum #2 
 

The Bid opening has been rescheduled to May 14th 2019 at 10:00 AM. 
 
 

RFI Responses 
 

 
I have the following questions about this project after we looked at the site yesterday: 
 

1) please clarify which rooms or buildings at each campus get new windows 
 
Rooms which are receiving new windows are highlighted in the attached drawing 
Contractor to verify window sizes in field. 
 
 

2) Milgard does not make a hopper window, and an awning window would not be 
safe for foot traffic. The specs on page 1 call for a single hung window, and item 
#1 of the scope pages asks for a Milgard single hung window. Item #5 calls for 
every other window to be a hopper top and bottom. All Weather might make a 
hopper window, but it is not an equal to the Milgard, is probably 30% more 
expensive, and most likely be 8 weeks out. Can we use a Milgard single hung 
window with a fixed pane over as is already installed in the Spring Creek office 
area? If so, will every window look like this? 

 
Contractor may use All Weather Window 3000 Series with inward opening 
hoppers for windows that open.  Contractor to verify or provide a pull for 
operating high windows and a hanger.   No hung windows may be used.   
 

3) who is removing the window louvers? Are they being re-installed? 
 
Louvers to be removed and disposed of by the contractor. 
 

4) what is the extent of tempered glass? Are all windows to be tempered, or just the 
ones near the exits as required by code? 
 

All windows are to be tempered. 
 
 



5) are the curtains or blinds in the classrooms being removed? Are they being re-
installed or replaced? If they are to be removed, who is patching the ceiling tile 
where necessary? 
 

Yes, contractor is to remove and dispose of curtains and blinds.  The contractor 
is expected to patch any ceiling tiles where needed. 
 

6) are we using block frame windows with wood trim on the interior or a Z bar type 
of window? 

 
Contractor to use Z Frame windows. 
 
 
7) is the district doing any painting that might be required? 
 

The District will repaint the areas immediately adjacent to the windows. 


